To compare PRESS and STEAM MR spectroscopy for assessment of liver fat in human subjects.
PROTON MAGNETIC RESONANCE SPECTROSCOPY ( 1 H MRS) is widely considered the most accurate noninvasive method to measure liver fat (1) . It has been validated in phantoms, animals, and humans, and is performed clinically as well as in research (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) . Its large-scale feasibility has been demonstrated in a prospective cohort study in which liver fat content was measured spectroscopically in 2349 subjects (7).
The two main 1 H MRS sequences used to measure liver fat are PRESS (point resolved spectroscopy) (8) and STEAM (stimulated echo acquisition mode) (9, 10) . Because the water and various fat peaks ( Fig. 1) have different T2 values, accurate fat quantification requires correction for T2 (2, 3, 5) .
Both PRESS (11) (12) (13) (14) and STEAM (15) (16) (17) sequences have served as gold standards for liver fat quantification in clinical studies, suggesting that both sequences are valid. This is only correct if the T2 and fat fraction measurements made by STEAM and PRESS are sufficiently similar. However, it is known from brain 1 H MRS that PRESS and STEAM differ in their sensitivity to J coupling, causing these sequences to give different peak amplitudes for resonances that exhibit J coupling (18 -22) and so provide different estimates of the peak T2 values. It is also known from the MR imaging literature that J coupling accelerates signal decay and reduces the apparent T2 value of fat (23) (24) (25) . It would therefore be expected that PRESS and STEAM may give different results for liver fat quantification. However, to our knowledge the effect of J coupling on liver fat signal decay assessed by MR spectroscopy has not previously been considered. Because all liver fat resonances exhibit J coupling (Table 1) (26, 27) and because PRESS and STEAM have different sensitivity to J coupling, we hypothesized that T2 and fat fraction measurements made in liver by STEAM and PRESS would differ.
This prospective study compares in human liver the T2 and fat fraction measurements made by PRESS and STEAM. Phantom studies were also carried out to determine if differences between PRESS and STEAM were consistent with J coupling effects.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The study was Institutional Review Board (IRB)-approved and Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA)-compliant. Subjects signed informed consent. Phantom spectra were acquired at 1.5T (Siemens Symphony scanner, Erlangen, Germany) and 3T (GE Signa scanner, Milwaukee, WI). In vivo spectra were obtained only at 1.5T. For both phantom and in vivo 1 H MRS, a voxel was selected and shimmed after conventional imaging. The same voxel size, position, shim values, and repetition time were used for PRESS and STEAM acquisitions. Spectra were collected over a range of TEs from 30 to 70 msec for PRESS and from 20 to 60 msec for STEAM (STEAM allows a shorter minimum TE (28) ). The TE range was chosen to match the expected T2s of fat and water peaks. The mixing time (TM) for the STEAM sequence was fixed at a minimum value of 10 msec to minimize J coupling effects.
A single experienced observer analyzed the spectra using the AMARES algorithm (29) included in the MRUI software package (30) . This package can only fit Gaussians or Lorentzians, and the in vivo peaks will not be fully described by these functions. Thus, the 2.1, 1.3, and 0.9 ppm fat peaks were fitted with two Gaussian resonances and the water peak was fitted with three Gaussians. The T2-values of the spectral peaks and the T2-corrected peak areas were calculated by leastsquares linear fitting of the log of the observed spectral peak areas versus TE. The data were also fitted nonlinearly; nonlinear fitting minimizes the difference between the observed peak areas and values given by theoretical monoexponential decay.
In Vivo STEAM vs. PRESS
Forty-nine human subjects (15 adult males, 12 adult females, 16 pediatric males, and 6 pediatric females) with mean ages of 42 years (adult subjects) and 13 years (pediatric subjects) were recruited from parent clinical trials being conducted at our institution of participants with known or suspected nonalcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD). Of the 49 subjects, 16 had biopsy-proven NAFLD, 19 had a family history of NAFLD, and 14 were overweight. No further information other than NAFLD status was available from the parent studies for subjects who underwent biopsy. The 49 enrolled subjects underwent research MR examinations of the liver between December 2006 and June 2007. A 20 ϫ 20 ϫ 20 mm voxel was selected that avoided the edge of the liver and major blood vessels. The same voxel was used for all acquisitions, with spectra being acquired consecutively. Following shimming during free breathing, spectra were collected with a single element of a torso array coil. Ten spectra (TR ϭ 1500 msec) were collected as separate 15-second breath-holds for each subject (at TE 30, 40, 50, 60, and 70 msec for PRESS, and TE 20, 30, 40, 50, and 60 msec for STEAM) using six signal averages and four preacquisition excitations. Typically, the fat signal is summed from 0.5 to 3 ppm and corrected for T2 relaxation assuming monoexponential decay to give the T2-corrected composite fat peak area (7) . However, each resonance has its own T2 relaxation value, and it may not be valid to assume monoexponential decay for the composite peak. Thus, we also measured the T2 of the individual fat peaks. This allowed us to calculate the T2-corrected area of each peak separately and then sum the individual T2-corrected peak areas. The T2-corrected areas of the fat peaks were expressed as a fraction of the T2-corrected water peak area. We compared the T2 and T2-correct peak areas for PRESS and STEAM.
Phantom Experiment
The expected behavior for simple weakly coupled systems in a PRESS sequence with respect to TE can be easily modeled (20) . The STEAM sequence has a more complex response to J coupling than the PRESS sequence since its three 90°pulses can create multiple quantum coherences, and is affected by changes in TM as well as TE (18, 20) . Fat peaks other than CH 3 have a Table 1 . In human liver it is not possible to accurately delineate peaks 1 and 2 due to their proximity to the water peak, which is absent in the phantom; also, peak 3 (2.75 ppm) is generally not seen in vivo.
complex multiplet shape (Table 1) , and the CH 3 triplet at 0.9 ppm triplet is strongly coupled at in vivo field strengths, meaning its behavior deviates from the weakly coupled case (20) . Given the complexity of the response of the J-coupled peaks to the PRESS and STEAM sequences, the behavior of the J-coupled fat peaks was examined using a phantom, rather than by simulation.
A 1-kg block of animal lard, heated until liquid, was used as a fat phantom. PRESS and STEAM spectra were acquired using a head coil at both 1.5T and 3T in a 20 ϫ 20 ϫ 20 mm voxel in the phantom center with eight signal averages at TR 3500 msec every 5 msec, over the range of TEs. T2 values were measured for each fat peak individually. Additionally, high-resolution spectra were collected over the range of TEs at 3T in a 5 ϫ 5 ϫ 5 mm voxel selected to allow high-quality shimming; PRESS and STEAM spectra were acquired at TR 3500 with 128 signal averages every 10 msec across the range of TEs. The high-resolution spectra were examined qualitatively to observe the effect of J coupling.
Statistical Analysis
T2 values for water and fat (individual and composite) peaks produced by different methods (PRESS vs. STEAM) were compared using paired t-tests.
T2-corrected fat peak areas produced by different methods (PRESS vs. STEAM, sum of individual peaks vs. composite peak and linear vs. nonlinear T2 correction) were plotted. Linear least-square fits of the data were calculated assuming the data went through the origin. Quality of fit was evaluated by the Pearson-r correlation coefficient. T-tests were calculated to see if the fit of the data deviated significantly from equality, which would indicate a systematic difference. Figure 2 shows an example of the change in measured peak area with TE of the 1 H MR spectra for PRESS and STEAM in human liver. Over the range of obtained TEs, signal decay was well described by a monoexponential function. Minor deviation from exponential decay in the CH 2 (2.1 ppm) and CH 3 (0.9 ppm) peaks was attributed to noise. Table 2 summarizes the T2 values for water and fat peaks in human liver. The water T2 values from PRESS and STEAM were not significantly different (P ϭ 0.33), whereas all fat peak T2s were shorter on PRESS than on STEAM (P Ͻ 0.02 for all comparisons). The range of observed T2 values was large for all analyzed peaks. As shown in Fig. 4 , the T2-corrected fat peak areas given by PRESS and STEAM in human subjects were correlated, but the estimated fat peak areas were consistently greater on PRESS than on STEAM. The differences between PRESS and STEAM were 7% for the CH 2 (1.3 ppm) peak (r 2 ϭ 0.971, P Ͻ 0.005), 75% for the CH 2 (2.1 ppm) peak (r 2 ϭ 0.837, P Ͻ 0.0001), 263% for the CH 3 (0.9 ppm) peak (r 2 ϭ 0.404, P Ͻ 0.0001), 25% for the composite fat peak (r 2 ϭ 0.986, P Ͻ 0.0001), and 62% for the sum of the individual fat peaks (r 2 ϭ 0.965, P Ͻ 0.0001, figure not shown). To ensure enough signal to measure fat T2, only subjects with CH 2 (1.3)/water Ͼ 10% were analyzed (n ϭ 20). Ranges are in parentheses. *Composite fat is the sum of the uncorrected fat peaks in the range 0.5-3 ppm. Figure 5 compares the sum of the T2-corrected areas of individual fat peaks with the T2-corrected composite fat peak. For STEAM there was a strong linear correlation between the two values, with the sum of individual peaks giving a peak area value 3.4% greater than that given by the composite peak (r 2 ϭ 0.999, P Ͻ 0.0001). The PRESS sequence showed greater variability, with the sum of individual peaks giving a peak area value 33% greater than that given by the composite peak (r 2 ϭ 0.930, P Ͻ 0.0001). Figure 6 shows the peak area of the composite peak given by linear and nonlinear calculation of the peak area. For both sequences the results produced by these analyses were strongly correlated. Although linear and nonlinear fits were different for both PRESS and STEAM, the difference was smaller for STEAM (1.5%, r 2 ϭ 0.999, P Ͻ 0.03) than for PRESS (11.5%, r 2 ϭ 0.994, P Ͻ 0.0001). Figure 7 shows the behavior of the peaks in the 1 H MR spectra of the animal fat phantom for the different TEs for PRESS and STEAM at both 1.5T and 3T. For all spectroscopically evident peaks the STEAM sequence showed the expected exponential decay. For the PRESS sequence the peaks at 2.1 ppm and 0.9 ppm showed behavior deviating from the expected exponential decay. For all the peaks the apparent T2 values estimated from PRESS were shorter than those from STEAM (Table 3). Figure 8 compares high-resolution animal fat phantom spectra given by PRESS with those given by STEAM. The different responses to J coupling in PRESS and STEAM are particularly evident in the peaks that make up the 2.1 ppm peak in vivo. Here, all the peaks are clearly visible on STEAM at all TEs, but in PRESS, many of the peaks are absent or negative. Examining the CH 3 triplet at 0.9 ppm, the relative intensity of the central peak is similar for both PRESS and STEAM. This suggests the shorter effective T2 in vivo is produced by the J-coupled-induced phase change in the side peaks. For STEAM, phase changes introduced by J coupling are less evident but still apparent, particularly in the strongly coupled AB spin system at 4.2 ppm.
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These results show that the choice of MR spectroscopy sequence affects the estimation of liver fat. In vivo, over the TE range examined, T2 values of fat given by PRESS are shorter than those from STEAM, whereas the T2 values for water are similar, causing PRESS to give a higher estimate of fat than STEAM. In the phantom, the 2.1 ppm and 0.9 ppm fat peaks show nonexponential decay on PRESS but not STEAM; all fat peaks had shorter T2s on PRESS than on STEAM. The nonexponential decay is not as evident in human subjects, probably because of the lower signal-to-noise inherent in the in vivo spectra.
The higher fat peak area given by PRESS, compared to STEAM, appears systematic. For the composite peak, the magnitude of the difference between PRESS and STEAM depends upon whether the composite peak is treated as a single peak or as a sum of individual peaks, and whether it is fitted linearly or nonlinearly. For PRESS the dependence on the method used to calculate the fat fraction means a single set of data can potentially give different values. In contrast, fat fraction estimates obtained by STEAM are similar for all methods examined. Thus, for STEAM, analysis of a single set of data produces a consistent fat fraction value.
The magnitude of the difference between PRESS and STEAM depends on the range of TEs at which measurements are taken and not just on the manner in which the peaks in the region 0.5-3 ppm are treated. Had STEAM been acquired over a larger TE range, or with a longer minimum TE, the effects of J coupling would be more pronounced (19) . Equally, if PRESS could be collected with a shorter minimum TE, and over a shorter TE range, the effect of J coupling may be less pro- nounced. The dependence of the fat fraction on the choice of sequence and the acquisition parameters suggests that in longitudinal studies standardization of technique is imperative.
As shown in the phantom, over the TE range examined, STEAM appears less affected by J coupling than PRESS, and consequently is less prone to T2 underestimation and fat peak area overestimation. Based on the high-resolution phantom spectra, phase changes introduced by J coupling in PRESS are expected to reduce the observed T2 in vivo. If the J coupling of the fat peaks is known accurately, the effect of J coupling could be modeled and corrected. However, this may be impractical as the coupling behavior of fat is complex, will differ depending on the type of fat, and most peaks at in vivo field strengths are strongly coupled (20) .
The reduction of T2 due to J coupling has been recognized in MR imaging when comparing spin-echo (SE) with fast spin-echo (FSE) imaging. If the interecho spacing in the FSE sequence is short, the effects of J coupling are reduced. However, in SE imaging the J coupling has time to evolve, causing the apparent T2 of fat to be reduced. Thus, the signal intensity of adipose tissue is diminished in SE imaging compared to FSE imaging (23) (24) (25) .
Because water and the fat peaks have different T2 values (2,3,5), transverse relaxation may cause errors in fat fraction quantification. To correct for T2 relax- ation, some investigators collect a single spectrum at one TE and then correct for transverse relaxation by applying population-derived average fat and water T2 values, assuming that the variability of T2 values in the population is not large enough to introduce errors in the T2-corrected fat peak area. Our data suggest that applying average fat and water values may be inadequate, as the range of observed T2 values is large, and there is poor correlation between the T2 values of the various peaks. These observations suggest that a better approach is to obtain spectra at multiple TEs and measure and correct for T2 relaxation individually in each subject.
If the acquisition of spectra at multiple TEs is impractical and spectra must be collected at a single TE, the spectra should be collected at minimum TE to minimize error due to T2 variability. This suggests the use of STEAM, as STEAM can obtain spectra at shorter echo times than PRESS (28) . STEAM-generated T2 values should be used to correct for T2 decay in single TE spectra, as T2 values generated from PRESS will be underestimated, resulting in overestimation of liver fat level.
It has been shown in brain 1 H MRS that while PRESS is relatively insensitive to patient motion, motion-induced phase dispersion in STEAM reduces the peak area of brain metabolites (31) (32) (33) . Thus, in vivo motion affects PRESS differently from STEAM. However, as all peaks are affected and as fat peaks are referenced to the water peak, this effect is likely to be small. Further, our phantom observations, in which motion is absent, matched those made in vivo. As the patient was shimmed during free breathing, patient motion will also reduce the quality of the shim. However, this effect should affect PRESS and STEAM equally.
The prime focus of this study was the comparison of the different liver fat quantification values produced by PRESS and STEAM. Detailed numerical analysis of the response of coupled spins systems to PRESS and STEAM has been carried out elsewhere and thus is not reiterated here (18 -22) . The effect of volume shift effect on PRESS also has not been considered here, as it is assumed the bandwidth of the RF pulse is large enough to make this effect minimal.
One limitation of this study was that the high-resolution phantom spectra were obtained at 3T but clinical data were obtained at only 1.5T. This was primarily due to logistical issues. However, the nonhigh-resolution phantom spectroscopy showed similar behavior at 1.5T and 3T, suggesting that it is acceptable to use the 3T phantom data to understand the in vivo 1.5T behavior.
While this study shows that, over the TE range examined, STEAM produces more consistent and theoretically more accurate results than PRESS, it does not show that the estimate produced by STEAM is correct. As shown in the high-resolution spectra, both PRESS and STEAM are affected by J coupling, although the effect appears greater for PRESS than STEAM. As none of the subjects had recent liver biopsies, histological comparison was unavailable.
Further, as the data were collected at TR 1500, the water peak was not fully recovered (3) leading to a slight overestimation of the fat-water peak area ratio. However, this will affect PRESS and STEAM equally, and hence will not introduce bias into our results. By limiting the range of TE examined to that appropriate for measurement for liver water and fat proton signals, we did not observe biexponential decay as reported by other groups (34) . At longer TEs, for both PRESS and STEAM, J coupling effects are accentuated, leading to more complex decay behavior.
In conclusion, the estimate of liver fat depends on the 1 H MRS sequence used to collect the data, with PRESS giving consistently higher estimates of liver fat with respect to STEAM, possibly due to stronger J coupling Figure 8 . Comparison of high-resolution animal spectra of an animal fat phantom for STEAM (left) and PRESS (right) for TEs from 30 -70 msec. As can be seen in the 1.8 -2.5 ppm region (indicated), nonexponential decay from J coupling causes the peaks to disappear or to become negative as TE increases, whereas all the peaks remain positive in STEAM. 
